We rigorously establish some exact properties of reflection symmetric spin systems with antiferromagnetic crossing bonds: At least one ground state has total spin zero and a positive semidefinite coefficient matrix. The crossing bonds obey an ice rule. This augments some previous results which were limited to bipartite spin systems and is of particular interest for frustrated spin systems.
Introduction
Total spin is often a useful quantum number to classify energy eigenstates of spin systems. An example is the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg Hamiltonian on a bipartite lattice, whose energy levels plotted versus total spin form towers of states. The spin-zero tower extends furthest down the energy scale, the spinone tower has the next higher base, and so on, all the way up the spin ladder: E(S + 1) > E(S), where E(S) denotes the lowest energy eigenvalue for total spin S [3] . The ground state, in particular, has total spin zero; it is a singlet.
This fact had been suspected for a long time, but the first rigorous proof was probably given by Marshall [1] for a one-dimensional antiferromagnetic chain with an even number of sites, each with intrinsic spin-1/2 and with periodic boundary conditions. This system is bipartite, it can be split into two subsystems, each of which contains only every other site, so that all antiferromagnet bonds are between these subsystems. Marshall bases his proof on a theorem that he attributes to Peierls: Any ground state of the system, expanded in terms of S (3) -eigenstates has coefficients with alternating signs that depend on the S (3) -eigenvalue of one of the subsystems. After a canonical transformation, consisting of a rotation of one of the subsystems by π around the 2-axis in spin space, the theorem simply states that all coefficients of a ground state can be chosen to be positive. To show that this implies zero total spin, Marshall works in a subspace with S we want to exploit methods and ideas of "reflection positivity" (see [5] and references therein.) We do not require bipartiteness. The main application is to frustrated spin systems similar to the pyrochlore lattices discussed in [7] .
Reflection symmetric spin system
We would like to consider a spin system that consists of two subsystems that are mirror images of one another, except for a rotation by π around the 2-axis in spin-space, and that has antiferromagnetic crossing bonds between corresponding sets of sites of the two subsystems. The spin Hamiltonian is
and it acts on a tensor product of two identical copies of a Hilbert space that carries a representation of SU (2) . "
and H R = 1 ⊗h, where the tilde shall henceforth denote the rotation by π around the 2-axis in spin-space. We make no further assumptions about the nature of H L and H R , in particular we do not assume that these subsystems are antiferromagnetic. The crossing bonds are of anti-ferromagnetic type in the sense that
where A is a set of sites in the left subsystem, A ′ is the corresponding set of sites in the right subsystem, and j i are real coefficients. The intrinsic spins s i are arbitrary and can vary from site to site, as long as the whole system is reflection symmetric. We shall state explicitly when we make further assumptions, e.g., that the whole system is invariant under spin-rotations. Any state of the system can be expanded in terms of a square matrix c,
where {ψ α } is a basis of S (3) -eigenstates. (The indices α, β may contain additional non-spin quantum numbers, as needed, and the tilde on the second tensor factor denotes the spin rotation.) We shall assume that the state is normalized: ψ|ψ = tr cc † = 1. The energy expectation in terms of c is a matrix expression
i |ψ β , and we have used ( S (a)
(For a = 1, 3 the minus sign comes from the spin rotation, for a = 2 it comes from complex conjugation. This can be seen by writing S (1) and S (2) in terms of the real matrices S + and S − .) Note, that we do not assume (h) αβ to be real or symmetric, otherwise the following considerations would simplify considerably [7] .
We see, by inspection, that the energy expectation value remains unchanged if we replace c by its transpose c T , and, by linearity, if we replace it by c + c T or c − c T . So, if c corresponds to a ground state, then we might as well assume for convenience that c is either symmetric or antisymmetric.
Note, that in either case we have (c R ) 
Trace inequality
For any square matrices c, M, N it is true that [6] 
where 
, so by the uniqueness of the square root uc R u † = c L . Similarly, for any function f on the non-
where the inequality is simply the geometric arithmetic mean inequality for matrices
Existence of a positive ground state
Consider any ground state of the system with coefficient matrix c = ±c T and apply the trace inequality to the terms in ψ|H C |ψ :
Since the normalization of the state and the other terms in (3) are unchanged if we replace c by c L = √ cc † , and because we have assumed that c is the coefficient matrix of a ground state, it follows that the positive semidefinite matrix c L must also be the coefficient matrix of a ground state.
Overlap with canonical spin zero state
Consider the (not normalized) canonical state with coefficient matrix given by the identity matrix in a basis of S (3) -eigenstates of either subsystem
The states are labeled by the usual spin quantum numbers j, m and an additional symbolic quantum number k to lift remaining ambiguities. The state Ξ has total spin zero because of the spin rotation in the right subsystem:
Its S
tot -eigenvalue is zero and acting with either S + tot or S − tot on it gives zero. The overlap of any state with coefficient matrix c with the canonical state Ξ is simply the trace of c. In the previous section we found that the reflection symmetric spin system necessarily has a ground state with positive semidefinite, non-zero coefficient matrix, which, by definition, has a (non-zero) positive trace. Since the trace is proportional to the overlap with the canonical spin-zero state, we have now shown that there is always a ground state that contains a spin-zero part. Provided that total spin is a good quantum number, we can conclude further that our system always has a ground state with total spin zero, i.e., a singlet.
Projection onto spin zero
Consider any state ψ = c αβ ψ α ⊗ ψ β with positive semidefinite c = |c|. We have seen that this implies that ψ has a spin-zero component. If total spin is a good quantum number it is interesting to ask what happens to c when we project ψ onto its spin zero part
We shall show that the coefficient matrix c 0 of ψ 0 is a partial trace of c and thus still positive semidefinite. A convenient parametrisation of the S 3 eigenstates ψ α for this task is, as before, α = (j, m, k), where k labels spin-j multiplets [j] k in the decomposition of the Hilbert space of one subsystem into components of total spin. Note that
contains a spin zero subspace only if j = j ′ , and for each k, k ′ that subspace is unique and generated by the normalized spin zero state , independent ofm. Every term in the last sum is non-negative because c is positive semidefinite by assumption. This result implies in particular that a reflection symmetric spin system always has a ground state with total spin zero and positive semidefinite coefficient matrix -provided that total spin is a good quantum number.
Ice rule for crossing bonds
The expectation of the third spin component of the sites involved in each crossing bond B, weighted by their coefficients j i , vanishes for any ground state ψ 0 ,
provided that either the left and right subsystems are invariant under the spin rotation, h =h, or that their matrix elements are real (the latter is equivalent to the assumption h = h T , since we know that h = h † or otherwise the whole spin Hamiltonian would not be Hermitean). By symmetry (11) will also be true for the first spin component and, if we are dealing with a spin Hamiltonian that is invariant under spin rotations, it is also true for the second spin component. For ground states with symmetric or antisymmetric coefficient matrix we automatically have s
i + s (11) is trivial.
For the proof we introduce a real parameter b in the spin Hamiltonian: 
or, ψ 0 |b(S
B + S
B ′ )|ψ 0 ≤ b 2 /2, which implies (11). Note, that we did not make any assumptions about the symmetry or antisymmetry of the coefficient matrix of ψ 0 here.
Sketch of the proof of E b ≥ E 0 (see also [6, 7] ):
B and H C (b) equal to H C except for the term S that is why we use the term "ice rule". This phrase is also used in the context of ferromagnetic pyrochlore with Ising anisotropy ("spin ice") [8] and we hope that does not cause confusion.
Discussion
We would like to discuss similarities between our method and previous work, in particular the approach of [3] for the bipartite antiferromagnet: There, the spin Hamiltonian splits into two parts H = H 0 + H 1 . The expectation value of H 0 with respect to a state ψ = f α φ α , expanded in an appropriate basis {φ α }, depends only on |f α |, and the expectation of H 1 does not increase under the transformation f α → |f α |. The variational principle then implies that there must be a ground state with only non-negative coefficients |f α |. The present setup is very similar, except that we use coefficient matrices (c αβ ) to expand states, since we work on a tensor product of Hilbert spaces. In our case the expectation value of H 0 = H L +H R depends only on c via the positive matrices c L and c R , and the expectation value of H C increases if we "replace"
c by these positive matrices. The similarity is even more apparent if h has real matrix elements: In that case we may assume that c is diagonalisable and its eigenvalues play the role of the coefficients f α . The spin of a positive ground state is established in all cases from the overlap with a state of known spin that is also positive. In a system with sufficient symmetry we can, however, also use the "ice rule" to prove that all ground states have total spin zero [7] . (E.g., in a system with constant coefficients j i and enough translational invariance, so that every spin can be considered to be involved in a crossing bond and thus in an ice rule, we would conclude that all ground states have S
tot = 0 and, assuming rotational invariance in spin space, S tot = 0.) It is not clear, if Msubspace methods can be used in the present setting to get information about excited states. An important point in the our work is that we consider not only antiferromagnetic bonds between single sites but also bonds between sets of sites. This frees us from the requirement of bipartiteness and even allows some ferromagnetic crossing bonds, for example in (s 1 − s 2 )(s 1 ′ − s 2 ′ ). There is no doubt that the scheme can be further generalized, e.g., to other groups or more abstract "crossing bonds". In the present form the most interesting applications are in the field of frustrated spin systems [7] .
We did not address the question of the degeneracy of ground states. Classically a characteristic feature of frustrated systems is their large ground state degeneracy. For frustrated quantum spin systems this is an important open problem.
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